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The Merb WayAddison Wesley, 2009
“Foy is a gifted writer and his descriptions of the philosophies that( impacted the design and implementation of Merb are definitely useful to( everyone affected by the changes in Rails 3.”

–Obie Fernandez, Series Editor

 

...
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Ruby on Rails Tutorial: Learn Web Development with Rails (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	“Ruby on Rails™ Tutorial by Michael Hartl has become a must-read for developers learning how to build Rails apps.”


	—Peter Cooper, Editor of Ruby Inside


	 


	Using Rails, developers can build...
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Windows 8 MVVM Patterns Revealed: covers both C# and JavaScript (Expert's Voice in Windows 8)Apress, 2012

	The Model-View-View-Model (MVVM) pattern is held in high regard by many developers as an excellent way of creating sophisticated modern applications. It's clear seperation of presentation and business logic produces a clean implementation that promotes speed, scalability and code reuse in applications with a complex UI. These strengths...
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Pro Visual Studio LightSwitch 2011 Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	We’ve designed this book to show you how to write professional applications using Microsoft

	LightSwitch.





	As software developers, we understand how difficult it is to develop software in real life. End

	users expect their applications to be reliable, functional, and polished. They’ll also have preferences in...
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Learning Unix for Mac OS XO'Reilly, 2002

	The success of Apple's operating system, Mac OS X, and its Unix roots has brought many new potential Unix users searching for information. The Terminal application and that empty command line can be daunting at first, but users understand it can bring them power and flexibility. Learning Unix for Mac OS X is a concise introduction...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 4, Fascicle 2: Generating All Tuples and PermutationsAddison Wesley, 2005

	
		Finally, after a wait of more than thirty-five years, the first part of Volume 4 is at last ready for publication. Check out the boxed set that brings together Volumes 1 - 4A in one elegant case, and offers the purchaser a $50 discount off the price of buying the four volumes individually.

	...
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Expert F# 2.0 (Expert's Voice in F#)Apress, 2010

	Expert F# 2.0 is about practical programming in a beautiful language that puts the power and elegance of functional programming into the hands of professional developers. In combination with .NET, F# achieves unrivaled levels of programmer productivity and program clarity.


	Expert F# 2.0 is

	
		The...
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Glass Construction ManualBirkhauser, 1999
Visually rich A-to-Z...with the clarity, lightness, and elegance of glass, the book takes on a complex topic. -- Architectural Record, April 2000   

       The distinguishing feature of the construction manuals from Edition Detail and the internationally renowned journal Detail is the exceptional quality of the information...
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The Art of Rails (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
There is a certain state of mind, a certain transient condition that arises, where everything seems to resonate and effort becomes effortless. Athletes call it being in the zone, some others call it flow. Flow has nothing to do with triumph or accomplishment; it isn’t the product of your labors. Flow is the merging of a watchmaker and his...
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C++17 STL CookbookPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Learn the latest features of C++ and how to write better code by using the Standard Library (STL). Reduce the development time for your applications.
	
		Understand the scope and power of STL features to deal with real-world problems.
	
		Compose your own algorithms without forfeiting...
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Visualizing Time: Designing Graphical Representations for Statistical Data (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2011


	Art or science?Which of these is the right way to think of the field of visualization?

	This is not an easy question to answer, even for those who have many years of

	experience in making graphical depictions of data with a view to helping people

	understand them and take action. When we look at beautiful hand-drawn pictures

	of...
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Cocos2d-X by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	With Cocos2d-x you don’t have to be a programming whiz to be a genius at game design. This tutorial will help unleash your inner creativity with lots of fun tutorials. Get the know-how to build great cross-platform 2D games.


	Overview

	
		Learn to build multi-device games in simple, easy steps, letting...
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